Year 3: Termly Forecast Spring 2022
Reading
As readers, we will read ‘Varjak
Paw’ and develop our inference
and deduction skills. We will
continue to use our Sounds Write
lessons to develop our word
reading skills and apply to spellings.

Writing
As writers, we will write a
journey/quest tale, focusing on
character and setting description.
We will also develop skills of writing
an explanation text as well as
learning and writing haikus.

Mathematics
As mathematicians, we will retrieve
calculation strategies to multiply
and divide. We will explore
different represents of data and
recap measuring to calculate
perimeter and compare lengths.

PSHE
As citizens of the world, we will
consider our strengths and
differences and learn how to
accept and value each other. We
will look at how to resolve conflicts,
support our peers.

Art and Design
As artists and designers, we will
paint using water colours to create
seascapes. We will take inspiration
from two of our class artists – David
Hockney and Tony Hudson.

D&T
As design and technologists, we will
take inspiration from existing
products to develop a soup for a
specific purpose. We will also learn
about circuits and focus on
designing a product with a paper
circuit.

Languages
As Spanish speakers, we will
continue
to
develop
our
understanding of core vocabulary
including number, days of the
week and months of the year
when learning about celebrations.
We will also explore nouns, verbs
and adjectives to describe animals
within stories.

Physical Education
As learners in PE we will build upon
fitness, social and strategic thinking
skills. We will develop our yoga skills
as well as focus upon throwing and
catching skills to play cricket.
History
As historians, we will continue to
develop our understanding of
chronology and learn about the
Viking & Anglo-Saxon struggle for
the Kingdom of England focusing
on exploration, location and
conflict. Later in the term, we will
learn about the Ancient Egyptian
civilisation including their skilled
farming methods.

Computing
As digital learners, we will begin
with an introduction to the
programming to sequence sounds.
In Spring Term 2 we will be learning
about branching data bases.
Oracy
As confident and articulate
speakers, we are developing our
use of STEM sentences across the
curriculum such as ‘I would like to
build on…’ ‘I would like to
challenge…’

Science
As scientists, we will explore and
compare magnets to investigate
magnet strength using fair tests.
We will apply our learning to make
a magnetic game. We will also
learn about friction as a force.

RE
As respectful and reflective
learners, we will focus on the
Christian faith to explore the
miracles of Jesus. We will also recall
key events of the Easter story to
consider why the crucifixion
symbolises ‘hope’ for Christians.
Geography
As geographers, we will learn about
the physical process of mountains
and rivers. We will also consider
the impact of earthquakes and
volcanoes. Later in the term we will
learn about international trade.
Music
As musicians, we will follow the
new Model Music Curriculum. Our
focus will be ‘introducing notation
skills’ as well as ‘enjoying
improvisation’.

